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From the announcements

188 signups for the Fall HSU classes. The whole HSU is blowing up. What a true example of a free society. God is calling people to glorify Him in all different ways from the different classes. A testimony from Ted O'Grady in London, England. "We had a great meeting last night. We shared our testimonies with one another, then discussed the first issue brought by the book, "Do you have a saving relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ?" We agreed in the end we should offer ourselves as a group, so we had our brother Jacob lead us in prayer – we confessed our sins and asked the Lord to rule our lives!" This was groundbreaking and will allow us to move forward as a group within the context of the Book. Isn't that amazing?

People are coming to Christ. You see, the problem with the Family Fraud is, everyone became 'community' centered, rather than 'Christ' centered. That's the irony. The more community centered you becomes, the more divisions one will be, because it becomes secular. The young people become secularized. They become liberal. They basically split. But, if you're Christ centered, you have one center. Everyone's supposed to bend to him, not the community bending to God, to what you want Him to be in this era. So that's the irony. The more Christ centered you are, the more stronger the community becomes, because you have one center. One subject partner, whom we are all within a relationship, and are glorified in our lives; so, we become a purpose oriented mission. We become the subject parter of love.

The opposite of that is, no, If one is community centered, then you have stratifications. Everything becomes centered on what's popular at that time. So God is blessing them over there in London. I did have to reject his first class that he put up. It was more like a yoga thing. This is not biblically centered; so, I had to reject that class. Then, he came back with a class experiencing God, and no he's amazing people, who are giving their lives to Christ. Asking Christ to rule their lives. Do you see what I'm saying? There's a standard.

Second Testimony about Satanic ritual

Gregg Noll spoke about a satanic cult, who called for young boys 12 to 16 years old to have sex with a 18 year old girl for the purpose of creating a baby to kill. In this ritual, Satan desires death, so there can be closure to spells casted by this satanic group. This is real. These fools are real. Basically, they would chat, "to ourselves." Such acts are about their own selfish desire. The person this article was about became a wizard with other people. He later became a Christian. Before that, he went to work in abortion clinics, where he met to satanists. After all, it was a place to kill babies. Obviously, they were called secular people. Sometimes, they are Satanists. There were Wickens there as well. Sometimes they are actually involved in the ritual for the Church of Satan. At the end of the day, those who were Satanists would gather to do a black mass at the end of their day, but not all of them. Then, they would pray and offer these dead babies to Satan. Not everyone, of course, but many are there for that purpose. If you think I'm crazy. You're crazy. These fools are real. These devilish people are real. It's not a joke. These are a breeding ground. These clinics become a magnet grounds for those who want to do something with dead children. Those who want to do things with dead children usually are Satanists, Wickens, those actual religions.

One can see how essential it is to liberate these souls. True Father had the authority to liberate these souls, so as his heir and successor passes down to only me, Hyung Jin Nim says, I'm not being boastful about it, but True Father is the one who chose me. True Father never gave Mother his crown. She always wore a smaller crown. The only one who wore Father's crown was me, because I'm the one he chose to wear ~ not because Hyung Jin Nim wanted to wear the crown. It was because True Father decided. With that authority, it become important to liberate those completely innocent children, because they committed no sin. They are totally innocent human beings. One can see how things are escalating.

Don't be surprised if things get worse under various satanic names like Beezlebub, Baal, etc. Don't be fooled. Don't be relativized. They are all the same demonic consciousness. This is the spiritual battle, spiritual warfare that's happening that's right around election time. It's a couple of days before election time; so, it's a serious time right now.

We have presents for the newly engaged couples. This is a wonderful book by the author of Focus on the Family. This is a biblical way of launching a lifelong relationship that glorifies God. It's called, "The First Five Years of Marriage," and it gets real practical. It gets down to the reason why couples fight in the first
five years. What they fight about – money, all those issues. Money is the biggest issue. You know what I'm saying? So, it's about a lot of different things.

This covers that before hand. Before you start getting into the brawls. (Laughter) Get ready! Before you get into the fighting and the arguments. This will at least get you conscious of those things. Okay! Then, this arms you beforehand. It makes you think about those things beforehand; so, when they come about, you can say, Oh Shemitah! We covered this. We trained in this in a little bit. Remember? This is for Clark and Ocean on behalf of all the Sanctuary Church brothers and sisters worldwide. This is for you guys, as you're keeping yourselves in righteousness. Also, for Segaru and his wife. You will be going to Korea soon. Is that correct? (to Segaru) So, we will miss his handsome face; and, we will miss beating him up in Jujitsu practice. He'll be back. Thank you.

Also, we will be appointing Juan and Wilma Possaumi Lumibau will be appointed, today, for the National Leaders of Macau. Okay! Elena Guzun will also be appointed as an independent Sanctuary Leader of Moldova. As you know, we do not control the different Sanctuary ministries around the world. We are united by faith. By the Kingship. By lineage, okay! We are united by the Constitution. I do not control these organizations legally. I do not go in and mandate, you should do this and that. Okay! How we deal with conflict is by what? By introducing competition. So, if you are bad; and, you are exploited by members, we will put another leader up next to you; so, they can take members away from you. You can't be corrupt. You can't exploit them. Does that make sense? We will put a leader right there, so the members can migrate away from that source. Alright! I'm not saying that the Moldova leaders are bad. She just decided she wanted to be an independent leader of Moldova. So, that will be after service today.

Main Service

Middle schoolers, you're here today. Alright! So, you can see the crowns. That crown that I'm wearing, you can see that it is platinum. It has all sorts of jewels on it. Father did not give Mother his crown. She has a smaller crown; and, he passes his subject partner crown down to his successor, which is his son. He has already appointed the Three Kingships. I don't have any choice in the that. He (Father) as already chosen. I told my kids, "Don't be jealous. I didn't choose amongst you." (laughter) So, my kids are very blessed.

Alright! So, let's talk about Kingdom Reversal, today. Let's go on to Luke 13. We covered some of the Kingdom passages after this, when last week, we discussed some of the terrible nature of the goddess cults worldwide, and how they lead to temple prostitution. If you don't know what the heck I'm talking about, go watch the dang service. Alright! And, you'll get more information on that. Luke 13. This is before what we discussed last week. We also discussed this in Matthew. Okay! Similar parables that Jesus gives. Let's read together, Luke 13:18-22.

Luke 13:18 Then said he, Unto what is the kingdom of God like? And whereunto shall I resemble it? 19 It is like a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, and cast into his garden; and, it grew, and waxed a great tree; and, the fowls of the air lodged in the branches of it. 20 And again he said, Whereunto shall I liken the kingdom of God? 21 It is like leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened. 22 And he went through the cities and villages, teaching, and journeying toward Jerusalem.

Okay! This is what we're going to cover today. This is old English, folks. People don't speak like this anymore…Whereunto shall I resemble it… and the tree waxed great; and, the fowl's of the air lodged in the branches of it. 20 And again he said, Whereunto shall I liken the kingdom of God? 21 It is like leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened. 22 And he went through the cities and villages, teaching, and journeying toward Jerusalem.

Okay! This is what we're going to cover today. This is old English, folks. People don't speak like this anymore…Whereunto shall I resemble it… and the tree waxed great; and, the fowls of the air lodged in the branches of it. (thereof) You don't hear speaking like that anywhere. Right? But the King James version is a highly reliable version of the Bible; but, there's politics involved in it. All the extant Greek manuscripts… All the extant existing manuscripts by scholars are, together, created the most comprehensive translation. But, it is sometimes hard to understand for modern people; because, we speak in a different dialect, nearly, and not in old English anymore.

Okay, so this is what Jesus said, and right before this he just healed someone on the Sabbath. He healed a woman who was crouched over and 'boom!' She just stood up. She's now standing. She's healed; and, then he's getting criticised by the establishment, the religious establishment saying, "Oh! You're not suppose to healing on the Sabbath. Why are you healing on the Sabbath?" And Jesus says, "What the heck are you talkin' about you hypocrites. You don't talk about healing on the Sabbath!" (laughter) Remember that? Do you remember that story? And Jesus says, "You hypocrites are working too; and, you're saying, I'm working?" You work to free your donkey, if they thirst. How much more should you be praising God for freeing a woman of 18 years of her pain and suffering and sickness?" Okay! That's the episode that happens right before this. So, Jesus is saying… he's literally chastising the Pharisees… literally chastising those people, as he has healed somebody on the Sabbath; and, then he says, he goes right into this. Okay! So you see, it's just like he said before in the previous verses. He said… all the
people are now listening… they're focusing on what he's about to say. They're focusing on them. Then he says, "What is the Kingdom of heaven like?"

What is the Kingdom of God like? What is it likened to? "Whereunto shall I resemble it?" What's it like. Okay! "It is like a mustard seed, which a man took. And cast into his garden; and it grew, (and it grew into a big tree) and the birds of the air lodged in the branches of it." You see? And, everybody's saying, "and, and…" And Jesus is saying, "What is it like?" It is like (yeast,) which a woman took and hid in three measures of (flour,) until the whole bread was leavened." (Until it became bread) And, they are like, mumbling to themselves. Then, he goes and he just leaves and journeys toward Jerusalem. That's a very mysterious teaching. Okay!

Now, we covered this in Matthew; and, when we covered this on a national level, on a kingdom level, we can understand a lot more. Okay! On the national level, when God brings the Kingdom. When God brings the seed of the Kingdom. When God brings the beginnings of the Kingdom, even a small thing like the Cheon Il Guk Constitution. Small. It's mocked! Ignored, but it's been released. It's been planted already. It's been already released into the atmosphere. It's already been planted. It's already now growing. So then, even something small like that can grow into a large tree. We talked about how the fowls of the air. We did not say sparrow and cute birds, or good birds. It says fowls, which means eagles and vultures.

That's the same thing with the Kingdom as well; because, it's a place of freedom and responsibility. You see. People will come there; but, they will also have freedom and responsibility; but, we will they still have free will. So, some people will still choose to do evil; but, remember how we talked about the Kingdom, evil is incentivised against, and good is incentivised. Okay! Because, there is no bailout from the archangel, whether it be from the welfare, or be the women's health services – all these things. Because there's no bailouts in this fashion, people will have to act responsibly. If they don't, there's serious consequences. In a free and responsible area, you can decide to destroy your life; but, you will be responsible for them. You will have to pay the burden for that. Taxpayers will not pay the burden for you. So, you will have to be responsible in a way that you are creating your own safety net by keeping good relations with people. By working with people who are honest. By being humble and working hard. See what i mean? And so, in that kind of environment you will have all types of fowls come and can dwell there; but, human being are lead towards by bringing out their goodness, instead of a system we have now – a current system – lead towards deceit, jealousy, envy, stealing, (literally theft you know) using big government to hide behind and steal from people, who have resources. Even from people who are your friends. That's stealing. You take take that. You just go and steal it from somebody.

So, in the current, satanic world we have a system that, of course, incentivises evil. Incentivises not working hard. Incentivises stealing from other people. That's fine. As long as you do it legally. No, stealing is stealing. Right? So, we talked about that in Matthew on the national level.

Also, in the leaven in terms of flour, in the yeast agent, is the agent that feeds on… actually, what does the yeast do? It feeds on carbohydrates and produces carbon dioxide, by eating the sugar inside a particular food source, whether it's alcohol or breads; and, then what does it do? The yeast is excreted. It's creating bubbles, releasing gas. It's farting. That's what it's doing. It's pooing and farting. So, what is it doing. They're eaten, then farting and defecating. That's a nice, scientific way of saying it. You know what I mean? There blasting it. It's creating all bubbles over the place, and that's why the yeast will rise. Alright!

But, we talked about this in the CIG Constitution, when the law of freedom and responsibility is released, and we have a society where that is implemented. Then what happens? Even if it is just a small portion of yeast, that yeast will spread to the rest of the nation, and behold! Bread will be leavened. That means the whole bread will rise. As economic metaphor for that is, in a free society, or a free economic system, where you have a free economic system, where you have competition, where you have companies like these big banks, if they fail and make stupid decisions and con people, they don't get bailed out. They fail. Bye! You don't get bailed out.

So, in that kind of society, you have a lot of competition. You start businesses. They succeed. They fail. They start again. They try again. You see, they fail. They succeed. The opportunity for success is way higher. Even though you fail, you still have opportunities, until it's over. And, in that society, the ocean level is rising. Your water level rises, and all the boats rise with it. Does that make sense? You may have a small boat or a yacht; but, nonetheless everybody's standard of living rises. Okay. So in that true freedom and responsibility nation, not everyone is equally rich; but, that's not the point. Everyone has equal opportunities. You have freedom. You have responsibility as well; but, one does have freedom. You don't have to work in a conglomerate, or a multinational. You don't have to work in that. You can start your own business without all those restraining regulations that suffocate and destroy small businesses, like we find now. Okay!

In that society you have prosperity, where all the little boats, where there are yachts, and all those small little boats still rise. So, in America, for example, in the height of American prosperity, the poor people
are super rich, compared to other countries. They were never hungry. The normal people have 2,000 sq ft of area in their homes. Plus, they have air conditioning and flushing toilets, plus they have food. So in other countries, like impoverished areas, this is total luxury. To even have air conditioning and flushing toilets is luxury. So, when you have society that's free and responsible it has to act morally; because, if you want to do business in a free and more responsible society, you have to honor your promises. This guy has made a contract with me, and he has to know I will honor the word on that contract and deliver the goods, product, whatever it is. If I don't act morally, the person will not do business with me, and my business will fail. If I try to deceive people, I will get caught; because, I have the internet. The internet will also be there. In a society that's free all ships rise. You may have prosperity, because of what type of boat you have, but everybody is rising. Okay!

We talked about this on a national level, where and when the CIG Constitution protects freedom and responsibility, and you get rid of the archangel, the whole bed rises. The whole thing rises. The whole bread rises. Everybody's standard rises. How wonderful that would be for the rest of the world. The problem with these impoverished people is not the area. We know that. We know the people are highly capable, whatever. The problem is we know the politicians and the corruption, and the banking system that put people into debt, constantly. These are the issues that drive down civilizations from those people. They don't allow them to break out and break free from these control mechanisms. Okay! We did talk about that on the national level. How many remember that from a couple of months ago?

I want to go a little deeper here; because, what we are talking about? Here is, the "leaven bread." If we told you three years ago… We did tell some of you three years ago … because of the Han Mother, because of her Fall, Father gave her three years. She said, there would be more peace and more success; but, it's exactly the opposite. If I told you three years ago, she said everything would be fine; but, in three years, we would be on the verge of WWIII, you would think I'm insane. You would think I'm crazy. If I told you in three years ABC and NBC would be talking about that in three years we would be talking about nuclear war with Russia, you would say, "phhitt!" "Okaay-y!" "Alright-ty!" Maybe we shouldn't go there anymore, "Huh!" That's what you would say. Am I wrong? That's what you all did say. (laughter)

But, look at this, NBC News said last week, "CIA Prepping for Possible Cyber Strike Against Russia" for alleged cyber attacks from the Hillary Campaign. Remember, these are alleged. Alleged. They're not going for the actual corruption in the Democrat Party. They're not going for the actual criminal activity of the 50,000 emails she's deleting. They're not going for none of that. They're going for the alleged accusations that Russia is hacking; and, they will start targeted attacks upon this nation.

Now, when you read this article, Joe Biden, our friend Joe Biden, the brain dead Communist bozo, who pretends to be the Vice President, he is in here literally saying, "Well, if you threaten a country and you don't follow through, it hurts your credibility; so, now we have to launch strategic attacks on Russia; because, they claimed that Russia was attacking them." The reason now we have to attack them. We need to attack them to cover up Joe Biden's and Hillary's accusations of the Russians that they're spying on them. Do you understand how insane that is? Now folks, we are actually talking about attacking a nation – a highly militarized, nuclear nation; and, they are doing this so nonchalantly. Why? Because those leaders are so freakin' arrogant. They're so freakin' arrogant. They don't understand the reality of the bloodiness of that make sense? No evidence; but, because we said that we are going to start a war now. Yeah! That's a great freakin' idea. Great idea! These are the people that actually lead this country. This is the lunacy of the world we live in. If I told you we were going to see this on NBC in three years, you would think I'm a lunatic.

It shows their blatant disregard for reality. We going to start a war with them; because, we said that. Does that make sense? No evidence; but, because we said that we are going to start a war now. Yeah! That's a great freakin' idea. Great idea! These are the people that actually lead this country. This is the lunacy of the world we live in. If I told you we were going to see this on ABC in three years, you would think I'm a lunatic.

ABC News. Look at this. Controlled media. Even controlled media is now forcing this onto the population. They're now forcing it down your throat. "7 Ways Russia Is Telling People to Prepare for War." They try to make a little disclaimer about it, as if they don't think it's going to happen, but this is what they're saying. Notice that little Jedi mind trick they put on you. They are preparing for war; but, they don't think it's likely to happen; but, this is what they are doing. They act as though nothing is happening. They go into the seven different ways, like telling the children of the ambassadors to return from abroad, for those who are studying abroad, which is what they do. Then, they tell the Ambassadors to return. Then the war begins.

Another things is, like Russian TV telling its people, we might have nuclear war with America. Are you ready for an attack? Telling 40,000 plus people, there might be drills to train people for emergency scenarios that the US attacks Russia. Of course, you understand, what will happen to Russia? They're not perfect. They've had 80 plus years of Communism, and they've been raped by the globalists and the banking system and stuff. They've been a collapsed nation, ever since they've signed on with that Communist system. You understand that, right?
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Will any of her children go? Will Chelsea be sent to the field to fight the Russians? My boys are going to be sent. You see the problem here? Your children are going to be sent. Stupid Chelsea is not going to be sent. If they start the dang war, they should be on the frontline. Stop trying to start WWIII. We are not suicidal we do not want to blow up the planet. We want freedom and responsibility. These people are psychopaths. They're psychopaths.

Why are we talking about this? The Family Fraud is silent about this. In fact, they are supporting Hillary Clinton. These people are insane. Do you think True Father would be supporting Hillary Clinton? Give me a break. The lunacy of how they try to bend Christ to their sinful desires. This leads a path to Hell.

Of course, this is in concert with the UN saying, "Oh! We are trying to de-escalate negative violence between the US and other nations. You are out of your mind. You are participants in it. You wonder why; but, they are own by the same people. So, let's look at the philosophy of globalism, which all the world elites believe in, and no surprise. No surprise at all. Family Fraud believes in it, which shows the Micro – Macro connection. Holy Connective!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Globalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supports Centralization of Power (Money and Murder) into World Governing Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports Abortion/Murder of innocents (&quot;Women's Health Issues&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports &quot;Alternative Sexuality&quot; Evil/Satanic Sex Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports Centralized Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports Centralized Land Ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposes Right of Sovereignty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposes Right to Bear Arms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you know anything about history, when you have troops from different nations combined into one, that is probably the most dangerous type of military. It's called a mercenary military folks. They have no loyalty to any country; so, they'll kill anybody on demand, when you say to kill them. That is a bad, dangerous game. That is a very dangerous military. Guess who, in the modern world, has that type of military? The cute blue hats. The cute UN. They're so shek and cute and gay. They're so cool. They're a mercenary military. It's extremely dangerous to organize that kind of conjunction with different militaries at the beckoning order of this crazy council. This fake Korean guy who will probably lobbying to be the next President of Korea. It is so dangerous to have these kind of people deciding the fate of the world.

So, they support this kind of centralization of power. They support this kind of UN. This kind of abortion politics. They support alternative sexuality or evil/satanic sex culture. The UN is one of the biggest proponents of the gay culture; because, that's a system to bring the world into Communism. They want a Communist type council. Hey, that sounds similar to the Supreme Council. Hey! Have you heard something about that? (sarcastically spoken) A Supreme Council. Oh! That's interesting. Yeah!

So, it also supports a centralized education. Of course, indoctrination is a better word. Also, centralized land ownership, which means people cannot own land. Opposes the right of sovereignty, and opposes the right of people to defend themselves.

So, why do these elites have these same desires? They're psychopaths, obviously. They congregate towards centralized power. They are definitely psychopaths; but, they also have a ideology that they're following. These psychopaths, of course, are trying to find different kinds of Spirit World and ideologies or mystic issues. It is an esoteric tradition that validate their own quest for Godhood. They need somebody to give them the permission to become a God. Does that make sense? So, they will find somebody. They also support abortion rights 100%.

Now, what's in the history? There's a group lead by a Jewish mystic named, Sabbatai Zevi. He's a very mysterious figure. Almost no one has heard of him. This man was one of the most powerful religious leaders in the Seventeenth Century. This guy was a Turkish Jew. You know, during the Diaspora, they spread all over the world. He is from Smyrna, which is modern day Turkey; and, he was a Jew, but he had a deep affinity for the occult. He sought asceticism. He sought a mystical union with God, etc; so, he studied the Kabbala and all these kind of things. Okay!

This guy at the height of his power had over 1 million Jews following him in the Seventeenth Century. In 1666, he makes a Declaration that he's the Messiah. 1666. That was an auspicious number. A lot of people thought the Messiah would return in that day and he would reveal himself; so, on that day, this guy Sabbatai Zevi in 1666, okay! On like June 6, 1666 this guy comes out and says, "I'm the Messiah." But, he has a very wacky, wacky theology.

Here's his theology. When the time comes, the laws are meant to be there, until the Messiah returns. So, when the Messiah returns, the laws are no longer necessary. The rituals. The feasting, all those things are no longer necessary. So what this guy did, he said, "We are going to have redemption through sinning."
We will have redemption through sinning; so, there's two ways to get Salvation. One way way was to practice asceticism, and do things like traditional churches; or, you could do redemption through sinning.

That is to say, if the Ten Commandments said, you know, they had these 18 precepts. So, in order to be a Sabbatain, so God said not to commit adultery, now is the time to commit adultery. God said, Do not fornicate. Now is the time to fornicate. You had new Scripture saying, for the Lord had returned; so, weeping and joy will be turned into mourning and festivals. What happened was, the Sabbatians say it is the time to have sex. So, they get naked girls when they are young. Brainwash them when they are young and run away. They say to them, "Hey! We got a fun thing and this cool party going on, blah, blah, blah! There's going to be some stars there. Some celebrities. They say, Oh! Okay! You just got to be naked. Okay! Yeah! I can do that! They were known for having orgies. Everything opposite to what was expected. Adultery. Swapping wives. Incest. Pedophilia. Everything. Okay!

So, Sabbatai Zevi, his Movement was about 100 years after the printing press; so, you had a mechanism like the internet to get the word out. So, Jews in the entire Diaspora – Jews in France, in England, etc were getting woodblock prints of Sabbatai such as this in France. In Germany. In London. (picture shown on the screen) It was getting to be such a phenomenon, that one million Jews followed this path. That was half the Jews on Earth, folks, at that time. Half the Jews. That's how powerful this guy was; but, of course he was teaching this antinomian, occult path. That's what they call theurgic way. Okay! Theology and theurgic were different.

Theurgic is through actions. Somehow, we can change the universe through our actions; and, we will be able to change the nature of things. They believed through these actions, they could bring about the coming of the Kingdom. God will come and cleanse the wicked of this earth, so, Hey! If we make a lot of sin, His Kingdom is going to come faster. Does that make sense? This was the logic behind the theurgic ideology. You see how they got twisted on this. You see, we know other types of satanic ideologies; because, what? This always ended up in exploitation of women. Exploitation of children. Exploitation of sex. Okay. So this guy was massive. Massive. Half the Jews on earth were following this guy; and, nobody knows about him. This guy was so influential. These were some of the woodblock prints. (showing some of these prints)

These were the kind of pictures that would circulate at that time; and, the Jews in the Diaspora were saying, Oh my gosh! The Lord has returned. He's going to take Jerusalem. They were selling their things and going to him. They were going to him. He traveled throughout the Middle East. He was going from Smyrna. One time he was Jerusalem. He goes to Egypt, to the Gaza. He ended up back in Turkey. His Movement had grown so big, he had to go before the Grand Vizier, who was the Sultan of Turkey, which was the beginnings of the Ottoman Empire; but, the Grand Vizier said, I want you to convert to Islam, or we will kill you. You're too powerful. There are too many people following you. You convert to Islam or you die. So, you know what he did? What did he do? He converted. And, that's why in these pictures, he's getting all these Arms, but he also has a turban. How did he explain to his disciples? I did this at the coercion of the Empire; but, in fact, all of you should do it. It shall be part of our religion. This was called Crypto-Judaism. It was a type of religion saying, you will join the majority religion in your nation. So, if the majority religion is Christian, you will become Christian, publically. But, in private, you will hold to the Sabbatain tradition. To this day, the Donmeh are the followers of this tradition from the Seventh Century. They look like like Muslims, but they are Crypto-Jews. This group deceived people, publically, and orgiastic, privately. This is a occult uninhibited crypto-theology today. Does that make sense? His teachings ended up spreading so powerfully. So, to practice one's religion in a different faith, by becoming the majority religion in a nation, but in private one will practice the other, this is called Crypto-Judaism. Until this day the Donmeh are the natural descendants of these people. To this day they deceive people. They are holding to the one faith, but are deceivingly practicing another faith in their normal lives.

Jacob Frank, a Polish Jew and Kabbalist, took up the reigns and proclaimed himself to be the Messiah, and believed he was the reincarnation of Sabbatai Zevi 100 years later in the Eighteenth Century. This was connected to Adam Weishaupt, who was the beginning of the Bavarian Illuminati Movement and legal organization, which he set up. This was set up in Bavaria, which of course connected them to the Rothschilds.

So, why do the Rothschilds, why do the sexual elites have this sexual, orgiastic, theurgic, type of mystic, occult belief system? Obviously, they're psychopath. Obviously, they're seeking Satan. Obviously, they're soul is being pulled towards this demonic spirit. We know that; but, obviously, they're being influenced by this strain of Sabbatian Kabbalism, which of course, you will see a lot of Hollywood people like of course Madonna, who says she's a Kabbalist. She's a Jew, but then she is doing satanic rituals on the stage. You know what I'm saying? That's quite opposite from the Torah and Talmud.

Now, what's interesting about these Sabbatain Jews is that their archenemy would be… Who do you think their archenemy would be? Their archenemy is the Orthodox Jews. They hate the Orthodox Jews;
because, the Orthodox Jews believe in righteousness, holiness. You have to pure. You have to keep God's Commandments; and, of course, they hate the Christians as well.

So, this culture of hating the Judeo-Christian culture amongst the elites is also tied to this strain of Luciferian thinking. So, this Sabbatai Zevi Movement was a satanic movement that has spread so wide. One million Jews. Half the Jews on earth followed this fool. Can you believe this, and literally were practicing this orgiastic, theurgic theology?

That leads to the Rothschilds. These kind of guys who literally own every kind of central bank. I did a check. They literally own the Central Bank of Korea as well. So, I been telling South Koreans, you are owned by the Rothschilds, but they don't believe it. It's right there. They own it. The Korean Central Bank. There's a list online. You can see it. They own everything, including the US Federal Reserve.

Now, it's fascinating, at the same time, in our current age, the elites have a consensus. They believe in the same thing. They pursuing the same type of worldview, and politic, and vision for the world, which is what? A centralized world governing body, where they decide, a central council, of how poor people as to what and how they should live? They will make the final decisions. It's what the Family Fraud calls the Supreme Council. Okay!

That is the same type of ideology you will see in the elites. Look at the Roman Catholic Church now. Totally in bed with the UN, and its climate change agenda, even though you have the founder of the Weather Channel, the most prestigious meteorological channel in the Western Hemisphere, the President and Founder of the Weather Channel said, "This is ridiculous." They are totally inflating their claims. The Weather Channel founder has come out saying, "Climate change is ridiculous." They're trying to tax people. This carbon tax. They're just trying to get a tax off of people. And, you have the Vatican pushing this issue to fight for centralized world government, right now. This Pope is 100% for centralized power, which of course the Catholic Church has always been into since Constantine. So, we see there's a connection with the Jesuits and other Catholic orders. We see the same with the Sabbatai Zevi Jews to become the religion of the country, but practice your occult stuff. Keep it going. Keep your eye of truth lit. Keep your Tree of Life in place. Right! Same idiocy. It's like he gave this command to his followers, infiltrate all other religions, politics, high level groups like the Freemasons and other secret societies. Go in there, publically become part of them, but privately keep your allegiance to me. Keep allegiance to the sex orgy practices. Isn't that interesting? Very interesting. And, of course, you see now the Jesuits exposing themselves, being totally inline with the other leagues.

When you look at even the Catholic tradition… This is very important. How do you get out of the illusion that Satan created around even religiosity, and or Christianity? We have to look at it through the lense or the Word of God.

This is a practice in Catholicism called Ash Wednesday. Does everybody know about this? They draw black crosses on their head on Ash Wednesday; and, they say, even though it's not told in the Bible a Command to do this, they say it's for Penance, for repentance leading up to Lent, which is the 40 days of fasting.

What's interesting about Lent is this parallel mythology, which has similar practices to paganism. For example; There's the figure in the Bible, Genesis 10, where it talks about King Nimrod, who was the most powerful person on earth. The Bible references here in Genesis 10:8 Cush became the father of Nimrod, who was the first on earth to become a powerful man. Nimrod eventually dies in a hunting accident. He becomes deified, and eventually becomes the sun god; and his wife, Semiramis, becomes the moon goddess. She has an immaculate conception after he dies and has an only begotten son, so to speak. In the name of Tammuz. What's interesting about this mythology it's also mentioned in the Bible. Ezekiel 8:14 Then He brought me to the north gate of the Lord's house. And I saw a women sitting there crying for the false god Tammuz. So the Bible also mentions this false god Tammuz, but people in the modern world never heard of this. They say what the heck is this Tammuz. How many have heard of Tammuz? (None) What is Tammuz? Right? So the story of this issue, they had Tammuz, the son of the sun god, Nimrod, and he ends up dying in a hunting accident like his father who was an excellent hunter, etc. Then he has an ascension. She mourns for 40 days. She commands the entire Babylonian Empire, because she known as the Queen. So She commands the Babylonian Empire to mourn for 40 days. Also to wear colorful pastel clothing after the mourning, and after the mourning period is over they will witness his ascension. This is timed with the Spring Equinox, okay, where the flowers start to spring up; so, they tie that to Tammuz rising to his ascension, and in that ascension the whole universe is reborn and renewed. Okay! That's kinda wacky. Right? These gods are mentioned in the Bible, of course. The Taurus symbol is associated with Nimrod; so, God becomes represented by the bull, and is represented by Baal in other cultures as the main deity; and, the Baal symbol during these forty days of Lent, and fasting, repentance and mourning, wear a black head scarf with crosses on it in the Babylonian Empire. This is Babylon. This is not Christian. The Babylonian Empire put black crosses on their head for forty days, which now the Catholics call Lent and Ash Sunday. These are not traditions seen in the Bible. God would never command you to do these things; but, the Roman Catholic Church has incorporated on these type of
pagan rituals into their culture, which is the reason why within 300 years Islam was raised up to punish
the Roman Catholic Church, according to the Principle. The Church had become so corrupt, so satanic,
that was in less than 300 years Islam came. That was 600s. The Council of Nicea was in, what, 325? Even
here in the picture, where Nimrod is worshipped as the sun god, he's wearing a cross – a maltese cross on
his necklace. I always wondered, Why did Father tell us to take down the cross? Remember that? We had
a whole thing about taking down the cross, and there are Satanists who want to take down the cross,
because for example, the don't want people to know about the grace of Jesus Christ, where Father always
talked about the Grace of Jesus Christ. He wasn't denying Jesus. He was saying, We have to get rid of that
which brings pain to Jesus; because, Jesus was here to be the King.

The forty days of fasting within the Catholic Church is known as Lent, and again this did not come out of
the Bible. They explain it as the forty days of fasting as Jesus did; but, it's not mentioned in the Bible to
do this in remembrance of Christ. It's not mentioned. Again, another Roman Catholic innovation. Also,
the Resurrection of Jesus Christ associated with Easter or Ishtar. Ishtar is associated with this. Remember,
last week, we looked at all the naked statues or her. All this feminine goddess cults are based with
fertility; so, are they old saggy grandmas saying worship me? No! They are always young, buxom naked
women. Remember this? We studied this last week. Always it's connected with fertility, which is
connected with sexuality – youthful sexuality, when a girl is able to produce offspring, which is when
they're young. The younger they are the more viable those eggs will be, and the more viable their sexual
procreation will be, etc.

So, all these goddess cults keep having younger and younger, more buxom, buxom women. We say all
this. We studied a whole list of them last week. Remember? Albania to Armenia, all the way to Babylon
to Rome and Greece. Even China, we saw the goddess cults. They say to the women, you will be exalted,
if we bring the worship of the goddess. What happens in reality, they get exploited? The goddess becomes
the symbol of sex, which has to compete with other gods in the marketplace; and, so she will sell sex and
legitimize it in the form of religion, like those poor Indian religious women who are sold into slavery,
called the Devadasi. The Babylonians… Herodes wrote about all this. All of this leads to the exploitation
of girls, which of course, leads to other forms of sexual deviation, etc.

Easter, as well, is associated with Jesus Christ and his Resurrection, with Ishtar, which was existing at
that time. The goddess Ishtar was always associated with a bunny rabbit; because, she symbolized
fertility. Bunny rabbits have lots of sex and lots of babies. They are very fertile. Anybody ever raise
bunnies? They're horny as hell. Look at all the stupid goddess who are fake, and they are demonesses.
Look at them. They are all sluts. Aphrodite. She's a total slut. And, you are suppose to worship her as a
goddess of love? She's a slut. She's a total slut. She's seducing everybody. She married to who? Festus,
and she's banging Eros and everybody. So, you're having to worship this? You're having to worship
Artemis who is always having sex with a hunter! Give me a break! That's the worship of prostitution.

Then, of course, that always lead to actually selling girls into prostitution; and, dumb parents saying, Oh
Yes! I want to send my parents to the priesthood. It's a great honor for me. You're an idiot. That's why
Jesus railed against religion. He wanted relationship. He wanted people not be enslaved to religion and
the demonic goddesses. He wanted them to be related to him, and in relationship to him, who is the father,
who will love them.

The Holy Sabbath is prepared in the Catholic Church on Sundays; but, this is really not our Sabbath.
We're gathering to have fellowship, but this is really not our Sabbath. The Sabbath is really Friday night
and all day Saturday. That's the real Sabbath, folks. Sunday is the Romanized version, and the Pope under
Constantine changed it to move it from Saturday to Sunday. So, another diversion from Scripture.

Christmas as well, and it's coming up soon… Christmas, the druidic worship of the tree were brought into
the houses to worship. Mistletoes. Have you ever wondered where mistletoes and holly, you know holly,
where did they come from? You don't find that in the Bible. What's all this kissing under the mistletoe?

If we bring the worship of the goddess. What happens in reality, they get exploited? The goddess becomes
the symbol of sex, which has to compete with other gods in the marketplace; and, so she will sell sex and
legitimize it in the form of religion, like those poor Indian religious women who are sold into slavery,
called the Devadasi. The Babylonians… Herodes wrote about all this. All of this leads to the exploitation
of girls, which of course, leads to other forms of sexual deviation, etc.

As the Roman Catholic Church came into play, they allowed these festivals to continue, because of the
collapsing nature of the Roman Empire. At that time, it was starting to collapse and degrade; so, in order
to boost up the morale of the people, they said, Okay! We will allow Saturnalia. Just make sure you're
worshipping Jesus. This tradition is actually Roman. It is a Roman, Saturnalia, feasting, gift exchanging
holiday, etc.
And of course, December 25th is not Jesus' birthday. It is the Iranian god Mithra born of a virgin on that day. Father was very clear. I remember was never interested in it; because, he would always teach us that Jesus was not born on that day. How many times have you heard that? You would always say Jesus was not born in December. Right! We celebrate Jesus' birthday right after God's Day, which is February. So, Father's culture was always not interested, and the Han Mother was always shopping and yeah, blah, blah, blah. The Druids, etc. All these festivities are not Jewish, nor are they the Christian culture. These are 100% pagan rituals adopted into the Church. So, the normal Westerner, in the West, has no idea how much adulteration has happened into actual Christianity. They have no idea. Is this shocking for some of you? Who have heard this for the first time? This is pretty shocking. Right! The reality is, they allowed for for the synchronization of other cultures to help in spreading the Roman Catholic centralized church, which of course, was judge two hundred years later. This was very shortly judged with the spread of Islam. This was of course understanding God's Commandment; because, these holidays were very essential. So, they give us a counter revolutionary lifestyle opposed to the regular patterns of mundane society. You know, the patterns of Holloween, Christmas, New Years, all this stuff, which are really centered on astrological, Winter Solstice, Spring Equinox, etc. It centers around the cycles of the season.

In the Jewish calendar, there is the meal of Passover. You'll see Passover is celebrated with all these kinds of things here that normal Jews of today will feast on. Everybody knows what Passover is. Passover was the time where God was going to bring judgement upon Egypt. The Jews were told to slaughter a lamb. Put the blood on door post, and the Spirit of Death would pass over them. They did that. You remember this? So, they were given specific Commands on what they had to do. They had to get ready. There's one pathfinder instructor, Jason Hunt, who also teaches in Bushcraft survival; but, he connects this to God's preparing his people to get ready to bug out. To get ready to move, if I call you. In the modern survival community, in the prepper community, they call it bugging out. You know. People have a bug out bag. Have you heard of this? BOB is the Bug out Bag. People will prepare different items for a potential crisis situation; but, God commanding his people to do this, when you look at how this is done in Exodus 12 is done differently today.

Exodus 12:14 And this day shall be unto you for a memorial; and ye shall keep it a feast to the Lord throughout your generations; ye shall keep it a feast by an ordinance for ever. 15 Seven days shall ye eat unleavened bread; even the first day ye shall put away leaven out of your houses; for whosoever eateth leavened bread from the first day until the seventh day, that soul shall be cut off from Israel. 16 And in the first day there shall be an holy convocation, and in the seventh day there shall be an holy convocation to you; no manner of work shall be done in them, save that which every man must eat, that only may be done of you. 17 And ye shall observe the feast of unleavened bread; for in this selfsame day have I brought your armies out of the land of Egypt; therefore shall ye observe this day in your generations by an ordinance for ever. 18 In the first month, on the fourteenth day of the month at even, ye shall eat unleavened bread, until the one and twentieth day of the month at even. 19 Seven days shall there be no leaven found in your houses: for whosoever eateth that which is leavened, even that soul shall be cut off from the congregation of Israel, whether he be a stranger, or born in the land. 20 Ye shall eat nothing leavened; in all your habitations shall ye eat unleavened bread.

They Jews prepare it with all this stuff here; (showing a Passover plate) but, in the Bible simply says, you shall simply eat flesh, in the night, of the lamb and unleavened bread with bitter herbs. That it. So, you had lamb, which you are to roast on a fire, and unleavened bread, without yeast and bitter herbs. So you had just three items, which are different with the way Jews partake of it now or today. So, it was a very simple thing; but, God's festival were so serious. Look at this. You will go on for generations and generations; but, don't put any yeast in it, and no yeast in the houses as well. Take out all the yeast and unleavened bread, or what was the punishment? You will be cut off from Israel. You will be cut off, if you eat unleavened bread this week. That's pretty dang serious, isn't it? If you eat bread that is risen this week, you're cut off from God's people. Now, that's in the Bible. You see what I'm saying? Serious stuff, isn't it? It's right there in the Bible. Now, it's to observe the feast of unleavened bread for one week after Passover; or, you will be cut off from Israel, whether you be a stranger or born in the land; so, God goes on quite extensively about not eating leavened bread. Isn't that interesting? Not eating yeast risen bread.

They then go on to explain as to how you're suppose to eat, too. If you see Easter meals, or if you see even Passover nowadays, it's very relaxed. You say, oh yeah! How you doin'? It's very relaxed and casual; but, what does it say? It says, the Egyptians were urgent about this, and they might send them out of the land in haste; so, the people took their dough before it was leavened. They baked unleavened cakes of dough, which they brought forth; because, they were thrashed out of Egypt; and, they could not carry out any prepared food.

So, the way you had to commemorate Passover was to eat it fast. Even though your mom says, don't eat fast, you had to eat it fast. Isn't that interesting? So, there's a sense of urgency in this remembrance of what has happened to the people of Israel. Very interesting. So, there's a sense of urgency. There's a sense of having to be prepared. So, the Scripture says, be fully dressed and have your stuff ready. You had to
have all your gear ready to go. No leavened bread. You had to be ready to move. You gotta ready to eat fast and go. This is like the nature of Passover. How many have heard this biblical description of Passover? How many have heard this before? About the urgency, you heard about this? You had to eat fast, fast, fast?

This is also another feast that God commanded the Israelite people to do. You know what this is? It looks like he's doing Bushcraft, isn't he? He's making a survival shelter. It's very interesting. This is called the Feast of Tabernacles. The Feast of Tabernacles actually started last night; so, it's going on right now. It's going on now for one week. The people of Israel, when they went out into the wilderness, they staying and dwelling in Tabernacles or tents or shelters. Many times they were dwelling in brief shelters; because, many times they didn't have the materials to have tents. So, God commanded His people in remembrance of that, to take your family out every year for one week into the wilderness, and create a debris shelter, and live in it for a week. Now, if you trained that kind of practice since you were a young person, like these young boys right here, they are going with their dad into the wild, into the woods, into the desert, making an emergency shelter, which they will live in, and they also have to make fire and water. They have to make all the survival things. Now think about it, even from that age, God was preparing His people to learn skills, learn things, in case when the Lord returns, to be ready to move, to be ready to survive. Isn't that interesting?

This is an actual Holy day. Not the Christmas we celebrate. Not the Easter we celebrate. Not the other celebrations, what is it? Holloween and all these things? This is not Judeo or Christian. This holiday is actually Jewish, and Jesus was around during these feasts as well, dwelling in Tabernacles, and he was raised in this tradition.

If says here in Leviticus 23:40 And ye shall take you on the first day the boughs of goodly trees, branches of palm trees; and the boughs of thick trees, and willows of the brook; and ye shall rejoice before the Lord your God seven days. 41 And ye shall keep it a feast unto the Lord seven days in the year. It shall be a statute for ever in your generations: ye shall celebrate it in the seventh month. 42 Ye shall dwell booths seven days; all that are Israelites born shall dwell in booths: 43 That your generations may know that I made the children of Israel to dwell in booths, when I brought them out of the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.

(Hyung Jin Nim reads) And ye shall take here the boughs of goodly trees, branches of palm trees… ( he adds) And you shall rejoice before the Lord your God seven days. You will feast outside with our family. You will do it as a family event. You will take your children and go out and create a structure. You will live in it for a week. You will eat together. You will feast together. You will be in God's dwelling in God's Creation. How many of us did this every year with our kids?

If we did this once a year with our kids, by the time they were twenty or thirty years old, they would already know all the basic of the five basics of survivability. They would already know basics of existing in the wilderness. They would always have that in their back pocket when the Lord returns. So, it is a biblical understanding of how to be prepared and obey God's appointed holidays. God had a reason for those holidays. It was not only celebration. It was education. Does that make sense?

God gave those holidays; so, the people could be educated; because, he was going to create an earthly Kingdom, and you had to ready to move. Ready to pick up and go. Ready for tribulation. Ready for the times ahead. Now, how serious and how important is that now?

My kids by April 1st, for some situation, which I won't explain, are sleeping outside for a purpose. They are finishing today; but, really they would be staying out for a week in a shelter, which we built as a family.

So, coming back to the Scripture, to the Word of God. And now separating themselves from the pagan holidays, which we know are the language of symbols, the language of symbology, we know how powerful that is, and how that influences everything we do. Even my small boys today talked to me about Pokemon. Apparently, Pokemon at the highest levels, have something called the House of Legend… anyway, some kind of stupid house that Pokemans go into, and what's in there? It's the Baphomet pentagram; and, they told me how we saw that, after we saw daddy's lecture on symbology, when we saw all those black and white tiles. It's also the Baphomet pentagram in Pokemon. I got to find that picture and show you.

See. So, these are sneaky ways to get the language of symbology into young children; because, they are impressionable. Another word to say that is they are dumb. Okay. So, if they get those images in their brain, and have a positive interpretation of that imagery, when they get older and encounter that imagery, they will feel a natural affinity towards that, and not feel threatened by it. Will not know that it's dangerous. Not know that's connected to sex cults and orgiastic theurgic ideology, and deeper levels of the occult, and exploitation of girls, and killing babies, and cannibalizing children. This is what it leads up
to; but, they give it to you in a cute way, which is more palatable to children. But, God's holidays give us different symbology, and different principles, which that we practice and learn. Okay!

So, Principles of what? You go out with your children. You go out with your family. You go out with a task of commuting with God in where? The wilderness. A place where people are scared of. You go in there to find comfort, to find God, to overcome sin. Just like the Israelites left Egypt to overcome sin, although they sinned alot in the wilderness, but they left Egypt to escape sin.

And, you go there to dwell with God, to dwell with your children. Think about it. Remember the Maine trip, folks? Do you remember how amazing that was? We were neighbors on that little mountain. We could hear everything. I could hear you guys snoring. I could hear everything. Okay! If you guys were making love to your wife, I heard it. Don't say, Uh oh! That's real. Everybody was too tired to do it on the Maine trip; but, how amazing was that?

How amazing was that trip? It was like amazingly living like the Feast of Tabernacles. We were all in our tabernacles. We were all in our little shelters. All our little tents. Yes, they were fancy tents. Nylon tents. That's totally cheating; but, in these shelters. How amazing was it to dwell among the people of God with one center? Right! Everyday, what was beautiful about that? Yes, sometime we couldn't see our kids; because they were playing all day long with their friends; but, then at mealtime, what happened? Everybody gathered around the campfires. Did you notice that? How many kids saw their kids more than they saw them at home during that trip? Okay. At mealtimes.

The kids had a great time. They're playing around; but, at the cooking times, you had the whole family gather around; and, at night, the kids would gather around the fireplace. Did you have that experience? Did you have that? We had some amazing one on one time with our kids. God commands that in the Feast of the Tabernacles. Go out with your family. Go into and commune with nature. You go into the wilderness, where there's no place to run away. You go there with purpose to commune with God for one week, with self reliance and live off the land.

Wow! Now we see why Father did so much of that. It was part of his daily lifestyle, and yet, God of course, commands that in the Feast of the Tabernacles for the people.

So, aa we are trying to leave the structure of globalism, and the world is definitely moving in that direction. There's a huge revolution happening here. America is fighting for sovereignty. We do not want to be in that system. That's, of course, why they are trying to start WWIII with Russia, who also doesn't want to be in the Communist system.

All these things is what Satan is fighting for. Satan is fighting, folks for that power.

Globalism
- Support Centralization of Power (Money and Murder) into the World Governing Body
- Supports Abortion/Murder of innocents ("Women's Health Issues")
- Supports "Alternative Sexuality" – Evil/Satanic Sex Culture
- Supports Centralized Education
- Supports Centralized Land Ownership
- Opposes Right of Sovereignty
- Opposes Right to Bear Arms
- Specifically targets Judeo-Christian Values
  It is a fight. Cheon Il Guk, of course, is the opposite.

CIG
- Prevents Centralization of Power
- Prevents Murder of Children
- Prevents Centralized Education
- Prevents Centralized Land Ownership
- Promotes Father and Mother families
- Protects the Rights of Private Property
- Protects Right to Bear Arms
- Naturally fosters Judeo-Christian values

Hyung Jin Nim reads the list. These are kingly rights. It is not only a world view. It is a seed to be planted and harvest and will be waxed into a large tree. It will come. It is coming. But, God is stirring up so many people, whether or not they know the seed has been replanted. Remember the birds. The birds didn't see the seeds be planted. The birds saw it as the tree grew, then they came. The people did not see the CIG ideals can be released into the atmosphere; but, God is in the Spirit, in the supernatural way, preparing so many people.
It interesting. So many of the prepping communities are very strong Christian. They do not like the centralized church. They are Christians that do not want to follow the centralized religions. They're people who want to have a biblical understanding of God, a relation with God. They want to obey God's holidays, not pagan holidays. Isn't that interesting? These kind of people all speak the same and are prepared, even though they have not seen the CIG Constitution, and or, know about True Father.

But, the atmosphere and the Spirit World is being prepared, as we move towards the Ancestor Liberation, and the freeing of the young children, all those children who have been murdered or killed under ritual that have been offered to Satan, etc. There's going to be a massive shift. A massive shift. I'm not saying it's going to be good. When Satan gets power taken away, it's not going to get better on that day. It's probably going to get worse folks. It's probably going to get worse. It gets worse before it gets better. If I said that two or three years ago, you'd think I'm crazy. Now ABC and NBC are saying that.

It is wise and prudent for us to be ready to move. Ready to be prepared. It is a foolish man that they say will tarry. That will tarry. Let's look at CSG 2298. Let's read this together.

God, who has not been able to enjoy a single day of universal victory since the Creation, desires to usher in that day through people on earth. Hence, if they do not bring about that day, Satan who has trampled on them cannot be eliminated. Moreover, the satanic powers that accuse humanity before God in heaven cannot be driven away. Thus, God does not mind any hardship or sacrifice or struggle. He has been a protective shield to this day in order to find and select each and every one of you. When we consider this, we can know God's desire. He has chosen each and every one of you and has separated you from the enemy Satan – who brought the Fall upon humankind – in order to terminate the evil history of satanic dominion. We should fulfill God's desire and become people who can stand proudly before Him and all the things of creation, and return the glory of victory to Him. Only then can the purpose of the providence which He has pursued by dint of unremitting toil be fulfilled. (1957.6.30)

This is a serious time folks. With a prayerful heart God is calling us now. We've been not as vigilant, knowing that we should prepare more, or not. I think God is trying to tell us something today. In this time of tribulation, it will pass; but, God also wants His people to survive folks. I want you to survive as well. Okay! So, it's very important for us, to our community and our relationships is a critical thing in a hard situation, when the economies are crashing, when there are wars erupting, it is relationships that will sustain us all. Of course God has Blessed us with each other. There's so many around the world who are not in this physical community; yet, they are creating Sanctuaries around the world. We also need to be praying with them. Network with them. Helping them. Also, get back to God's point of view. Get back to God's perspective. Get back to God's Creation. Father's calling us back to Creation. To back to Creation, to get knowledge, to get understanding and overcome fear of the Creation. Get back to Him.

As we praise Him today, let's praise Him for His goodness. His kindness. His direction, separating us from Sabbata in craziness. Okay. Let's give Him praise. SOS…